Abstract-This study uses the joint receive antenna selection and symbol detection (JRAS/SD) technique to simultaneously improve the bit error rate and channel capacity while reducing the cost of the radio-frequency chains in multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Optimal antenna selection methods in the literatureare based on the criteria of maximal capacity or minimal bit error rate. Either of these criteria requires an exhaustive search over all submatrices in the full channel response matrix, resulting in high complexity. This study proposes a new multiobjective JRAS/SD using the cross-entropy optimizationto reduce the bit error rate while approaching the maximal channel capacity in MIMO systems. Simulation results show that the proposed approach achievesimproved performance in both channel achievable rate and bit error rate performance compared with previous works.  Index Terms-Antenna selection, channel capacity, cross entropy method, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, multiobjective optimization
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) signaling is capable of improving the capacity and transmission rate of a wireless link through spatial multiplexing or diversity combining [1] . However, both of these methods increase the hardware complexity and implementation cost of MIMO systems, primarily due to multiple analog circuit chains. The goal of reducing the cost and hardware complexity of MIMO systems without sacrificing system capacity has led researchers to investigate various criteria and algorithms for optimum antenna selection. With the idea of using a limited number of analog circuit chains, antenna selection where transmission and reception is performed through a subset selection of the total available antennas is a possible solution for implementing MIMO systems. This approach reduces the need for multiple analog chains yet retains many of its benefits [1] .
MIMO antenna selection techniques have been extensively studied, and there are two major goals for antenna selection. The first one is to maximize channel capacity [2] , [3] , and the second one is to minimize bit error rate (BER) [4] . The optimal way to maximize capacity (called  Manuscript received April 9, 2013 ; revised June 6, 2013 . This work was supported in part by the TaiwanNational Science Council under GrantNSC98-2221-E-224-019-MY3. max-CAP hereafter) is the exhaustive search [5] . Since exhaustive search is computationally expensive for large MIMO systems, researchers have derived several suboptimal algorithms at the expense of performance degradation. A decoupled transmit/receive selection method that determines the antenna selection at separate transmitter and receiver sides was proposed in [2] . A similar decoupling strategy has also been used in the successive joint transmit/receive selection [6] . The authors in [7] developed upper and lower bounds for channel capacity with antenna selection. Near-optimal approaches for capacity maximization appear in [8] - [9] .
The BER or the symbol error rate (SER) is another important performance metric. Gore et al. [10] designed an optimal receiver based on the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion and devised an antenna selection scheme to approach the theoretic bound achievable by this receiver. Dai et al. [11] considered a zero-forcing (ZF) detector and selected a subset of receive antennas to minimize the SER. More recently, the authors of [12] proposed a new approach to antenna selection based on the minimization of the union bound, which is the sum of all pairwise error probabilities, and by relaxing it to be a convex optimization problem. Since antenna selection to minimize pairwise error probability is formulated as a convex problem, interior-point methods can be used with polynomial complexity to achieve suboptimal BER performance. Despite the effectiveness of these approaches, they cannot guarantee optimum antenna subset selection because they use an approximated theoretic bound. To mitigate the performance loss incurred in the antenna selection, another study considers JRAS/SD based on the ML criterion, expressed as minimization of partial Euclidean distance between the partial received signal vector and the partial noise-free received signal vector (called min-PED hereafter) [13] . Although this study jointly considers antenna selection and symbol detection, it does not simultaneously optimize channel capacity and BER performance.
This study proposes a multiobjective optimization approach to the JRAS/SD problem based on the crossentropy (CE) method. This method not only maximizes the channel achievable rate, but simultaneously improves the BER. The proposed multiobjective optimization cross-entropy (MOCE) JRAS/SD scheme first defines a score function by integrating both max-CAP and min-PED criteria. The score function is then translated into a International Journal of Electronics and Electrical Engineering Vol. 1, No. 3, September, 2013 stochastic approximation problem over a joint space of a multidimensional real space and a multidimensional integer lattice that can be solved effectively using the CE method. Results show that the proposed multiobjective optimization approach can simultaneously improve both channel achievable rate and the BER.
II. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. MIMO Systems Model
Considering the discrete-time model of a MIMO system over a frequency non-selective fading channel with transmit antennas and receive antennas, the received signal vector can be represented as follows:
where is the complex received symbol vector transmit covariance matrix, respectively, and can be determined by the antenna angular spread [14] .
is an spatially white matrix with i.i.d., zero mean, and unit variance complex Gaussian elements.
B. Selection Criteria
In the context of antenna selection, previous studies propose several selection criteria, including the channel capacity [2] , the Frobenious-norm of channel submatrice [3] , the post-processing SNR [5] , and the ML [10] . However, only the ML criterion has been applied to the JRAS/SD problem [13] . Assume that there are RF chains at receiver sides, which are demultiplexed into antenna elements, where , and the perfect channel state information is available at the receiver. The objective of the JRAS/SD problem is to simultaneously estimate the transmitted symbol vector and find an appropriate antenna subset ̅ , i.e., out of antennas at the receive side. Based on the proposed ML criterion in [13] , the JRAS/SD problem can be written as follows,
where ̅ is the set of all possible subblock matrices of the channel matrix, the -dimensional integer lattice is the set of all possible symbol vectors, and ̅ is obtained by deleting the corresponding elements in (1) . An insightful examination of (2) reveals that the partial Euclidean distance ‖ ̅ − √ ⁄ ̅ ‖ between the partial received signal vector ̅ and partial noise-free received signal vector √ ⁄ ̅ is minimized, i.e., the so-called min-PED criterion. The candidate symbol vectors and the channel subblock matrix ̅ that minimize the partial Euclidean distance between all partial received signal vector ̅ and partial noise-free received signal vector √ ⁄ ̅ are considered to be the estimated symbol ̂ and the selected channel subblock matrix ̅ d . In other words, the ML criterion proposed in [13] can be viewed as a marginal maximum likelihood criterion. The to maximizethe inverse of the partial distance ̅ ( ̅ ) ‖ ̅ − √ ⁄ ̅ ‖ cannot be equivalent to the to maximize the inverse of the full Euclidean tance, ( ) ‖ − √ ⁄ ‖ . This observation reveals the limitation of (2) in achieving the optimal error rate performance. Another main concern of MIMO systems is to increase the capacity of the system when using multiple antennas for the transmission of several parallel data streams. The objective of receive antenna selection is to choose an appropriate antenna subset ̅ to maximize the capacity given by
Obviously, ̅ according to (3) will not be equivalent to ̅ d in (2) . The difference between ̅ and ̅ d , as it will be shown shortly, resulting the channel achievable rate based on the min-PED criterion is much smaller than that based on the max-CAP criterion. This indicates that the min-PED selection criterion is far from optimal in the JRAS/SD problem.
C. Multiobjective Optimization for JRAS/SD
The limitations mentioned above suggest that the JRAS/SD problem must simultaneously improve the channel achievable rate and bit error rate. This creates a so-called multiobjective optimization problem by combining the criteria of max-CAP and min-PED as follows,
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With (4), this study looks for some good trade-offs, rather than a single solution of either min-PED or max-CAP. For this problem, a solution is optimal ifno other solutions yield enhanced performance with regard to both ̅ ( ̅ ) and ̅ ( ̅ )-Pareto optimizers. The set of Pareto optimizers is called the Pareto front [15] . However, there is no systematic method of finding the Pareto front in (4). In general, a single objective function can be viewed as a weighted-sum of multiple criteria. This converts the multiobjective optimization problem into a single objective problem. Mathematically speaking, the objective function in this circumstance changes to a linear combination of related individual objectives. In this case, the multiobjective JRAS/SD problem can be represented as follows,
where
and is a parameter determining the relative importance between ̅ and ̅. However, (5) shows that the multiobjective JRAS/SD problem in MIMO systems is equivalent to an exhaustive search for acombinatorial optimization problem, and requires an enormous amount of computation to search all possible candidates in ̅ and .
III. THE CE-BASED JOINT RECEIVE ANTENNA SELECTION and SYMBOL DETECTION
A. Problem Statement
As for the receive antenna selectionin the multiobjective optimization function, it is highly desirable if information indicating thepreferredantennasis available. Therefore, this study usesa priority vector ( ) whose entries denote the priority value of choosing the desired receive antennas. The indicators of the selected subset of receive antennas are defined as
where is the index of the rows of and the indicator function indicates whether the corresponding receive antenna is selected. The indices in , whose corresponding priority values are the first larger ones out of the elements in ( ) ,are set to be 1s while the other indices in are set to be 0s. Thus, the subblock channel matrix ̅ becomes afunction of ( ) denotedas ̅ ( ( ) ) .
The solution to the multiobjective optimization function in (5) is a combination of the antenna selection part and the symbol detection part, in which the antenna selection part ( ) is a real-valued string denoting the priority values in choosing the desired received antennas while the symbol detection part ( ) is a bit string denoting the estimated symbol vector. Thus, we can reformulate (5) as
represents the possible transmitted symbol vector and ( ) is the priority vector whose entry indicates the priority value associated with the receive antennas to be chosen. The estimates of the transmitted symbol and the antenna subblock matrix are
Equation (7) provides a priority-based multiobjective optimization strategy to solve the JRAS/SD problem by maximizing the score function ( ( ) ̅ ( ( ) )) over all candidates in solution set .
B. The CE-Based JRAS/SD
Rubinstein [16] proposed the CE method to solve a rare event estimation problem. This method was soon successfully applied to both combinatorial and continuous optimization problems, making it a good candidate for the multiobjective JRAS/SD problem in MIMO systems. The main idea of the CE method is to maintain a distribution of possible solutions and adaptively update this distribution according to the Kullback-Leiblerdistance, i.e., cross entropy, between the associated density and the optimal importance sampling (IS) density. The CE method involves the following two iterative phases: 1) generating solution candidatesin according to a specified sampling distribution generated from the previous iteration, and 2) updating the parameters in the adopted sampling distribution on the basis of the best scoring candidatesto produce better scoring candidatesin the next iteration. For a concrete understanding of the CE method, readerscan refer to [16] .
To account for the different natures of receive antenna selection and symbol detection, each solution candidates should consist of two parts, a real-valued string for receive antenna selection and a bit string for symbol detection. Because the CE method is an adaptive importance sampling method that transforms the deterministic optimization problem in (7) into a stochastic sampling problem, the first step in using CE method is to randomize the original deterministic problem in (7) by including a set of sampling distribution over deterministic . As shown in (7), { } = denotes antenna selection while { } = represents symbol detection. The th element follows a Gaussian distribution ( ) where and denote the mean and the standard deviation (STD) of the priority value associated to the ith antenna, respectively. The th element relates to the estimated symbol of the th transmit antenna and follows a multinomial distribution ( ) in which represents the number of samples, [ ] specifies the number of times each of the qth modulated symbols occurs in the ith transmit antenna over the samples and [ ] specifies the probability mass function (pmf) of the modulated symbols transmitted by the ith transmit antenna. Initially, , , and are assigned as ( ) , ( ) , and
Based on the preceding distributions, solutioncandidates { ( ) ( )} = {{ ( ) ( )} = { ( ) ( )} = }} = are generated at the lth iteration of the algorithm. Next, a set of performance values { ( ( ) ( )) } = can be derived from the samples using the score function ( ) expressed in (7) . After sorting the performance values from the largest to the smallest, , it is possible to select a few solution candidates whose performance values exceed a certain level to update the statistical characteristics of ̃ 
and
respectively. That is, ̃ 
( ) (15) where is the smoothing parameter for enhancing the global search ability of the CE method. The main algorithm of the proposed multiobjective optimization crossentropy (MOCE)-based JRAS/SD scheme can besummarized as follows: to generate a set of solution candidates
3) Calculate the score function to obtain a set of performance values { ( ( ) ( )) } = according to (7).
4) Rank the performance values from the largest to the smallest, and select the best performance solution candidatesaccording to the predetermined quantileparameter . 5) Calculate the sample mean, the sample STD, and the pmf of the modulated symbols from the elite solution candidates according to (10) , (11), and (12). 6) Smooth the mean, the STD, and the pmf of the modulated symbols, as in (13), (14), and (15). 7) Repeat Steps 2 to 6 for until the stop criterion is met. 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the simulation results of the proposed MOCE-based JRAS/SD scheme in a MIMO system with , , . Data symbols are assumed to be binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulated, i.e.,
. Consider the correlated channel scenarios with angular spreads of defined in [11] . This study simulates the HGA JRAS/SD scheme for comparison, and uses thesame parameters, including the population size , the mutation probability , the number of the chromosomes selected for the mating pool , and the number of generations , as those reported in [13] . TABLE I summarizes the detailed parameters associated with the proposed MOCE-based JRAS/SD scheme. Fig. 1 compares the channel achievable rate of the optimal [1] , the HGA [13] , and the proposed MOCE with different values of against the average SNR when the angular spread is . Since the HGA JRAS/SD is only based on the min-PED criterion, its channel achievable rate is far from optimal. On the contrary, the proposed MOCE JRAS/SD achieves better channel achievable rates by jointly employing the min-PED and the max-CAP criteria. As the relative importance of the max-CAP criterion increases, i.e., the value of increases, the channel achievable rate of the MOCE JRAS/SD scheme also increases. When , the channel achievable rate of the MOCE JRAS/SD scheme is quite close to the optimal channel capacity. Fig. 2 compares the BER of the HGA and the MOCE with different values of against the average SNR when the angular spread is . The proposed MOCE JRAS/SD scheme outperforms the HGA JRAS/SD scheme even without employing the max-CAP criterion. This is primarily due to the properties of importance sampling and asymptotic convergence in the iteration procedures of the CE method. The proposed MOCE JRAS/SD scheme further improve BER performance by jointly employing the min-PED criterion and the max-CAP criterion.The ML detection method, expressed as the minimization of the Euclidean distance between the received signal vector and the noise-free received signal vector √ ⁄ , achieves the lowest BER. However, in the context of antenna selection in MIMO systems, only partial Euclidean distance between the partialreceived signal vector ̅ and the partialnoise-free received signal vector √ ⁄ ̅ are available. Thus, the distance measure in a subspace cannot accurately represent its true distance in the original space. This is why the HGA JRAS/SD scheme only offers moderate BER performance, as it is based completely on the min-PED criterion. On the other hand, when the max-CAP criterion is introduced into the proposed MOCE JRAS/SD scheme, the distorted distance measure based on the min-PED criterion can be adjusted by employing the max-CAP criterion. As increases i.e., the relative importance of the max-CAP criterion increases, the proposed MOCE JRAS/SD scheme achieves a better BER. However, the BER performance of the proposed MOCE JRAS/SD scheme decreases when the relative importance of the max-CAP criterion is too high because the optimal symbol detection is still the ML detection. In the scenario of the conducted simulation, the proposed MOCE JRAS/SD with achieves the lowest BER and approaches the optimal channel capacity.
